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Fiction

”Thrilling and believable ... Thunberg Schunke impresses with a
terrifyingly realistic story and the unconventional duo of prosecutor
Esther Edh and her Italian boss Fabia Moretti.” – Göteborgs‐Posten

BLIND FURY

Malin Thunberg Schunke
Fiction, 350 pages, 2022
Piratförlaget, Sweden
On previous titles:
”Cleverly composed thriller,
exciting all the way through.”
– Dagens Nyheter
”Hair‐raising plot ... with a high
sense of urgency”
– Aftonbladet
”Suspense at the highest level”
– Femina
”One of the country’s foremost
crime writers”
– Dast Magazine

Scandinavian rights:
guenther.frauenlob@agentur‐
literatur.de
Dutch rights:
margot.belet@agentur‐literatur.de
German and other rights:
viktor.hilgemann@agentur‐
literatur.de

A series of horrific violent crimes connected to protest marches and
demonstrations spreads fear among the public and police. At crime
scenes all over Europe, a certain symbol appears, suggesting that an
international group of radical activists might be at work here.
At Eurojust, the EU Agency for Criminal Justice in The Hague, an
investigation team is appointed with Swedish prosecutor Esther Edh
at the helm. The tracks soon lead to an animal rights organisation
and a run‐down country estate in southern Sweden, as well as to
right‐wing extremists in Germany and Denmark. As the international
team of specialists connects the dots, a breathless battle against the
clock begins in order to prevent more acts of violence.
At the same time, Esther Edh’s Italian colleague and friend Fabia
Moretti has to face her own secret past and confront some
dangerous demons and threats from the mafia once and for all.
BLIND FURY is a dramatic and multi‐faceted thriller about the
explosive anger hidden just below the surface of society, with
frustration and feelings of injustice triggering individuals from all
backgrounds and political convictions to unite in pure acts of rage.
Though fictitious, the plot is highly believable and relevant in the
current political and societal climate. Thunberg Schunke’s series is a
rare combination of nail‐biting suspense, thorough research and her
own unique professional competence in what is already now a huge
challenge for international law enforcement.
At the same time, BLIND FURY is a moving story about individual
morality and our need for human relations.
”Fantastic book, the best I’ve read in years.”
– Maj Sjöwall on ETT HÖGRE SYFE
ETT HÖGRE SYFTE (A Higher Purpose) awarded
BEST DEBUT NOVEL OF THE YEAR 2019
by The Swedish Crime Academy
Malin Thunberg Schunke (born 1969)
is an associate professor of criminal law at
the University of Uppsala and has worked as
a prosecutor in Sweden. Her fiction debut
was published in 2019. The series about
prosecutors Esther Edh and Fabia Moretti
has so far sold more than 50,000 copies in
Sweden. Thunberg Schunke lives with her
family in Hannover and Sardinia.

© Anna-Lena Ahlström
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Norway’s Queen of Crime presents 23-year-old
investigator Lydia Winther, called Snow

NABOVARSEL
(Neighborhood Alert)

Unni Lindell
Crime novel, 418 pages
2020, Bonniers, Norway
” ... both the new protagonist and
the plot are strikingly good ...”
– Fri Fagbevegelse, Liv Lysaker
”With Nabovarsel Unni Lindell
defends her place at the top of
modern Norwegian Crime”
– VG, Sindre Hovedenakk
Nominated for the famous
Riverton‐Price

When the young girl Sonja Jansen sees a shadow in the supposedly
empty neighboring house, it will fall upon recently graduated 
23‐year‐old policewoman Snow to look up the matter. At first
glance, there is nothing to be found in the summer quiet
neigborhood, but the reader already knows better:
The basement of the house is the scene of a kidnapping, killing and
subsequent removal of all physical traces of crime. At the forefront
of this horrific work are the overweight older woman Esme Madsen
and her nephew (or is he really?) Hansi.
One beautiful summer night, Sonja is the next one to disappear.
Snow should really focus on more important matters, as the search
for the long‐lost engineer Janni Kristoffersen, the daughter of an
oil magnant who was working in her father’s company. But Sonja’s
disappearance affects her, the girl reminds her of herself, and Snow
starts to investigate on her own.
The fate of the two young women will eventually be linked to a
large‐scale fraud case involving certification of drilling rigs in the
North Sea, and some critical reports that have gone missing. And, it
turns out, a strikingly high number of female petroleum inspectors
have disappeared in recent years. The end turns into a dangerous
race against time, and Snow’s life is suddenly at stake.

English sample available

World rights:
gudrun.hebel@agentur‐literatur.de
Scandinavian rights:
guenther.frauenlob@agentur
literatur.de
Dutch rights:
margot.belet@agentur‐literatur.de
Translation rights sold to:
Iceland, Sweden

Unni Lindell
No other female Norwegian Crime author
is as successful as Unni Lindell. With over
8 million books sold and translated into
several languages and as a two‐time winner
of the renowned Riverton‐Price for the
best crime novel – she counts as one of the
most important writers in Norway and the
name Unni Lindell has been well‐known
on the international literature scene since
over t hirty years. Her oeuvre also includes
poems, novels and children books.
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They are your best friends ‐ but can you trust them?

DAS LOFT
(The Loft)
You think you know what’s happened. You don’t.

Linus Geschke
Ficton, 352 pages
2022, Piper Verlag, Germany

A chic penthouse apartment in Hamburg. Sarah and Marc, a couple
in their early thirtes, and their housemate Henning are all sharing a
common dream. For three years, the friends have been a close‐knit
circle. Or so it seems. Until, one morning, Henning is found lying
in a pool of his own blood, brutally murdered. All the clues point
towards Sarah and Marc. Did she kill him? Did he do it? Or was it a
joint act? And what caused their once so strong affection for each
other to be destroyed overnight? Each of the three friends has their
own story ... but only one of them is true. Or is it?
▪ Three is one too many.
▪ Each character has their own story – and their own abyss:
a psychological thriller from bestselling author Linus Geschke

Sample translation available

▪ For fans of Melanie Raabe

World rights:
Piper Verlag

Linus Geschke (born 1970)
lives in Cologne and has worked as a
freelance journalist for various leading
German magazines and newspapers, in‐
cluding Spiegel Online and the Frankfurter
Allgemeine Sonntagszeitung. He has
received several journalism awards for his
travel reportage. Between 2014 and 2019,
Ullstein published his four‐part s eries
of crime novels about Cologne‐based
reporter Jan Römer, which is currently
being filmed for German TV. His thriller
THE LOFT is his first standalone novel.

Scandinavian rights:
guenther.frauenlob@agentur‐
literatur.de
Rights sold to:
Macedonia (Ars Studio)
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Multi‐layered, moving family and father‐daughter
novel, haunting and atmospheric

AUF DER STRASSE HEISSEN
WIR ANDERS

(We have a different name on the street)

Laura Cwiertnia
Fiction, 240 pages
2022, Klett‐Cotta, Germany
NDR Book of the Month at
publication
Recommended by NEW BOOKS
IN GERMANY

In Karla’s family, everyone knows what it feels like not to belong.
Karla experiences it as a child in Bremen Nord; her father Avi in
a monastery school in Jerusalem; her grandmother Maryam as a
guest worker in Germany; her great‐grandmother Armine on the
streets of Istanbul. With sensitivity and a fine sense of humour,
Laura Cwiertnia traces the branching paths of an Armenian
family and experiences so profound that they resonate through
generations.
The children from the high‐rise housing estate in Bremen Nord all
know exactly from where their families originate: Turkey, Russia,
Albania. But not Karla. All she knows is that her grandmother came
to Germany from Istanbul as a guest worker in the 1960s, and that
the family has Armenian roots. More is not said. But then when
Karla’s grandmother dies, the name of a woman, Lilit, appears,
along with an address in Armenia. Karla succeeds in persuading her
father to go on a journey with her ‐ to a homeland that neither of
them has ever seen. Impressive and moving, Laura Cwiertnia relates
how it feels to exist on the periphery of society, and what it is like
when there is no own story to tell.

For readers of Nino Haratischwili
”The most moving and beautiful debut of the new year is Laura
(THE EIGHTH LIFE), Ronya Othman Cwiertnia’s [...] novel ’We Have a Different Name on the Street’,
and Olga Grajsnowa
which tells of serious issues with great sensitivity, yet is full of hope
and humour.” – Buchkultur
Sample translation available

World rights:
Klett-Cotta
Scandinavian rights:
guenther.frauenlob@agentur‐
literatur.de

”What is so compelling about this accomplished novel is its fine,
clear tone, its precise observation of settings, its effortless tran‐
sitions between time planes. You understand the characters, see
them before you, with their eloquent body language and in their
profound silences.” – NDR Kultur
Laura Cwiertnia
born in Bremen in 1987 to an
Armenian father and a German
mother, is deputy head of
department at Die Zeit. WE HAVE A
DIFFERENT NAME ON THE STREET is
her literary debut.
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STRANGER THINGS meets THE HUNGER GAMES
in a jungle setting

IN HET VERVLOEKTE HART
(In the Cursed Heart)

Rima Orie
Young adult novel, about 120K
words, 2022, Moon Publishing,
the Netherlands
Genres: Fantasy, Horror, Action

Author’s first book nominated
for multiple YA awards
Draft first chapters already
available before release date

World rights:
margot.belet@agentur‐literatur.de
Scandinavian rights:
guenther.frauenlob@agentur
literatur.de

Ancient monsters, avenging spirits, blood children ‐ they all arrive
during the blood moon and they all pose a danger to humanity.
Priya Chkadhari is a blood child, which means she is able to touch
and influence souls. As this is strictly forbidden, she has learned to
hide her true nature. However, when she is recruited to be trained
as a soldier in the country’s largest military fortress Kuwatta,
everything changes.
Priya enters a world where brute force and rigid military hierarchy
determine who triumphs, and where blind obedience and strict
discipline are demanded of everyone. To her surprise, her innate
magic gives her an advantage in this new world. Along with the
other blood children, she attends special training sessions. They
will fight in the guerrilla war that has plagued the torn land of
Awaran for centuries. Soon, Priya discovers that a great and deadly
danger lurks in the cursed heart of the Kuwatta fortress... What is
happening? And, more importantly, who can she trust?
IN THE CURSED HEART is a diverse, own‐voices fantasy set in a lush
and unusual world. Suspense and action fans will be delighted!

Rima Orie (born 1994)
lives in The Hague in the Netherlands. She
might have been inspired by the International
Court of Justice to start her career in the field
of law. The values of fairness and justice are
also reflected in Orie’s highly inclusive and
diverse young adult stories.
In 2018, Rima won the YA writing contest of
the Dutch publisher Moon with her fairytale
fantasy THE ROGUE PRINCE, set in a world
based on ancient India. It won the hearts of
the jury, readers and book prize critics alike.
IN THE CURSED HEART is her second book,
based on Suriname, another country that is
part of her heritage.
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Start of a Trilogy about a book lover

COUNTING HEARTBEATS

Katarina Widholm
Fiction, 400 pages
Historiska Media, Sweden

On the shortlist for
Storytel Award 2022
More than 25.000 copies
sold in Sweden!

The year is 1937. On the train to Stockholm, to her first employment
as a maid, 17‐year‐old Betty meets Martin, a young lecturer at the
University of Uppsala. He is impressed by her love for literature, and
Betty is in turn captivated by his charming manners. He promises
to send her books. While Betty is getting used to the work and
the life in an upper‐class household, the never satisfied Mistress,
the unending working tasks, and the intimidating attention from
men, her feelings towards Martin deepen. Martin is Jewish and
has relatives living in Germany. Betty’s employer, a physician, is the
leader of the Stockholm Nationalists, and when Betty gets pregnant,
she can’t count on any understanding from him.
Martin travels to Germany, and Betty doesn’t receive any letter
or sign of his wellbeing. Must she return to her home in Northern
Sweden and let go of all her dreams?
COUNTING HEARTBEATS is author Katarina Widholm’s debut novel
about a young woman’s coming of age in a historic period that in
many ways resembles our own. It is an engaging and warm novel
with a historically accurate language and colorful details that quickly
transport the reader to the period just before the World War II.
Follow Betty’s longing for love, education, and struggle for human
dignity in a richly depicted 1930s Stockholm.
”An impressive novel debut. It’s an everyday story, but so
captivatedly narrated that you jump whenever the door to the
apartment opens at the wrong time.” – Dagens Nyheter
”Katarina Widholm deserves great praise for her soulful portrayal of
Betty’s arduous everyday life, and a special gold star for the care she
put into imitating the awkward mannerisms of the 1930s.”
– Borås Tidning

World rights:
gudrun.hebel@agentur‐literatur.de
Scandinavian rights:
guenther.frauenlob@agentur
literatur.de
Dutch rights:
margot.belet@agentur‐literatur.de

”One of the greatest this year. It is food,
fashion, Stockholm 1937.”
– SVT Go’kväll
Katarina Widholm (born 1961)
is born in Hälsingland. She lived in
Stockholm and abroad and has published
several children books. This is her first novel
for adults.
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DAS MANGELNDE LICHT
(Lack of Light)
LACK OF LIGHT is the story of four outstanding women bound in abso‐
lute friendship during their adolescence in post-soviet Tbilisi during the
90ies, fighting for their right for a future and their right to love – and
trying to save their friendship after the harrowing death of one of them.

NINO HARATISCHWILI
Fiction, 832 Seiten, 2022,
Frankfurter Verlagsanstalt,
Germany

”Here we stand, the trio that
got away, that made the
leap into the present; we,
the survivors, who try to go
on living as proxies for all
those to whom this was not
granted, and who will re‐
main young for all eternity in
these photographs.”

World rights:
Frankfurter Verlagsanstalt
Scandinavian rights:
guenther.frauenlob@agentur
literatur.de
Baltic rights:
gudrun.hebel@agentur‐literatur.de

As the end of the century approaches, the voices calling for in
dependence are growing ever louder. In this period of great
upheaval, which culminates in chaos for the young state of Georgia,
Keto, Dina, Nene and Ira grow up alongside each other in an ”Italian
courtyard” typical of Tbilisi’s Sololaki neighbourhood. Their lives
play out between damp walls, and on enchanted wooden balconies;
their families’ backgrounds and social status are as different as the
four girls are from one another: Dina, hungry for freedom, father‐
less, living with her unconventional mother; Ira, the clever outsider;
Nene, the romantic, niece of the most powerful criminal in the
city; and the sensitive, motherless Keto. The first love that can only
blossom in secret, the violence that erupts with the country’s newfound independence, the bloody street battles and civil wars, food
rationing and power cuts – despite everything, the four women’s
friendship seems indestructible, until at last it is shattered by an
unforgivable betrayal and another tragic death.
In 2019, they are reunited at a major retrospective of their late
friend’s photographs in Brussels. These pictures recount their story,
which is simultaneously the story of their country. And so, this
very intimate retrospective forces them to lift the veil drawn over
their past. Suddenly, after all these years, a light is shone into the
shadow world of their memories; something new is glimpsed, and
forgiveness seems possible.
LACK OF LIGHT is the story of a lost land and a lost generation; of
a revolution that devours its children; of a friendship that defies
death; of phantom pain, a battle with oneself and the world, a
struggle with fate. It is also a homage to Georgia, the city of Tbilisi,
and its people: a declaration of love across the ages.
Nino Haratischwili
born in Tbilisi in 1983, is a multiple‐
-award-winning novelist and dramatist
and one of the most important authors
of contemporary German literature. Her
worldwide bestseller, the epic family saga
THE EIGHTH LIFE (for Brilka), was translated
into numerous languages and nominated
for the International Booker Prize. Her novel
THE CAT AND THE GENERAL was shortlisted
for the German Book Prize in 2018. Nino
Haratischwili lives in Berlin.

© Dina Oganova
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„Ihre Idee mit dem Aufruf, Fotos aus der Mordnacht hochzuladen,
war sehr gut. Die Aktion trägt Früchte“, beginnt Christine Sudhoff.
Ah, ein Lob, denkt Zoe. Die Kommissarin
zieht tatsächlich alle Register.

SEE YOU SOON
Die „Gucci‐Gang“ nennen sich vier Soziologie‐Studierende, deren
ganzes Streben auf Klicks, Likes und Follower im Netz gerichtet ist.
Zwei von ihnen sterben, beide wurden vergiftet.

Marion Peyinghaus
Kriminalroman, ca. 300 Seiten

Wenn der digitale Kampf
um Aufmerksamkeit tödlich
endet – ein hochaktueller
und moderner Kriminalroman
Serientauglich!

Kommissarin Sudhoff sucht den Mörder im Uni‐Umfeld. Vor allem
Zoe, Doktorandin an der Berliner Uni, scheint mehr zu wissen, als
sie zugibt. Zoe hat tatsächlich ein Geheimnis, das sie unbedingt
hüten möchte, denn davon hängt ihre Karriere ab. Doch während
sie versucht, ihre eigenen Spuren vor der Polizei zu verwischen,
nimmt ein Unbekannter Kontakt zu ihr auf. Ein Student? Ein
Spinner? Erst nach und nach erkennt Zoe, dass der anonyme
Schreiber mehr über die Todesfälle weiß, als ihr lieb ist.
Darum habe ich dieses Buch angenommen:
Ein zeitgenössischer Roman, der die Berliner Clubszene ebenso ins
Visier nimmt wie die Sprache und das Verhalten medienfixierter
Millennials. Erzählt in einem temporeichen Ton, mit einem her‐
vorragend analytischen Blick auf unsere Gesellschaft. Und mit der
Sozialwissenschaftlerin Zoe als Hauptfigur, über die ich gern mehr in
Folgebänden lesen möchte. Hervorragend!

Manuskript liegt fertig vor

World rights:
gudrun.hebel@agentur‐literatur.de

Marion Peyinghaus
ist 1976 geboren und nach Stationen in Berlin, Paris und Zürich lebt
sie heute in Hamburg. Marion Peyinghaus arbeitet als Professorin
im Fachbereich Immobilienwirtschaft und ist Expertin für Zukunfts
trends. Die Digitalisierung, der Klimawandel, neue Mobilitätsmuster
und die zunehmende Individualisierung sind ihre Forschungsfelder
und auch Anstoß für ihre Geschichten
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1999 -eine Straftat, eine Reise nach Frankreich, zwei
Menschen auf der Suche nach ihrer Vergangenheit

DAS MÄDCHEN AM PIER
1999. Donatus hat sich in Meggie verliebt. Um ihr näher zu
kommen, leistet er die ihm aufgebrummten Sozialstunden im
Seniorenheim von Meggies Großmutter Theofila. Deren Herz
erobert er, als er in einer Mesusa eine Notiz ihrer großen Liebe
Jakob findet. Jakob war im Zweiten Weltkrieg in Frankreich unter
getaucht – und er ist Meggies Großvater.

Emanuel Solms
Familienroman
ca. 300 Seiten

Ein Drei‐Generationenroman,
erzählt aus der Perspektive
eines jungen Mannes
”Wieso kannst du nicht?
Meine Großmutter hat immer
gesagt, dass jeder alles kann.
Man braucht nur zwei Hände,
Mut und etwas Glück.”

Gemeinsam fahren Meggie und Donatus nach Annecý, wo sie mit
viel Glück Jakob finden. Doch der möchte nicht an die schmerz
lichen Zeiten erinnert werden. Erst als Donatus ihm ein Portrait von
Theofila malt, öffnet sich Jakob und zeigt wiederum einige seiner
Bilder, die das Grauen der Konzentrationslager widerspiegeln.
Donatus erkennt, dass er sich seiner eigenen Vergangenheit stellen
muss. Als erstes möchte er Meggie beichten, warum er zu Sozial‐
stunden verurteilt wurde, und dass er das Auto, mit dem beide in
Frankreich sind, von seinen früheren Freunden „ausgeliehen“ hatte.
Doch bevor er dazu kommt, stehen die beiden Freunde vor der Tür,
und die perfekte Idylle löst sich in Rauch auf.
Doch Donatus ist zum ersten Mal in seinem Leben bereit, für etwas
zu kämpfen. Dieses Etwas hat die schönsten Sommersprossen der
Welt und ihm gerade den Laufpass gegeben. Ob Theofila wieder
helfen kann?
Warum ich dieses Manuskript angenommen habe:
Die alte Weisheit, dass es Liebe braucht, um verschlossene Herzen
zu öffnen, wird hier auf unterhaltsame und kurzweilige Art wunder‐
bar erzählt.

Manuskript liegt fertig vor

World rights:
gudrun.hebel@agentur‐literatur.de

Emanuel Solms
geboren 1988 in Frankfurt am Main. Nach dem Besuch eines
jüdischen Gymnasiums in Frankfurt, Studium der BWL in Wien und
Grenoble arbeitet er seit 2014 bei einem großen Internet‐Konzern
als Marketingleiter. Solms lebt mit seiner Frau und dem Hund in
Hamburg.
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Eine Reise auf eine Insel – und in die eigene
Vergangenheit

MOCHA DICK

Mário Gomes
Roman
ca. 150 Seiten
„Der Busfahrer spricht übers Handy
und dreht die Musik dabei leiser,
was ich als Zeichen dafür auslege,
dass es um etwas Ernstes gehen
könnte. Einige Leute steigen aus
und laufen zu Fuß weiter. Wir
sammeln die meisten von ihnen
wenig später wieder ein, als das
Barrikadenfeuer gelöscht und die
Stelle wieder passierbar ist. Einige
Dorfbewohner stehen am Straßen‐
rand und folgen dem Geschehen.
Eine junge Frau winkt uns zu.
Keiner von diesen Menschen sieht
so aus, als hätte er eben noch eine
Barrikade angezündet. Überhaupt
wirkt alles sehr gesittet.“

Manuskript liegt fertig vor
World rights:
gudrun.hebel@agentur‐literatur.de

In diesem Buch erzählt Mário Gomes von Flavia, einer Frau in ihren
Dreißigern, die für ein Umweltprojekt im Auftrag eines deutschen
Start‐ups nach Chile fliegt. Von Anfang an läuft einiges schief: Das
Taxi, das sie vom Flughafen abholt, bleibt liegen. Der Professor, der
sie auf die Insel Mocha begleiten soll, taucht nicht auf, und kurze
Zeit nach ihrer Ankunft auf der Insel, wo ein Wellenkraftwerk
errichtet werden soll, demonstrieren die Menschen in vielen
Städten gegen die Regierung, der Ausnahmezustand wird verhängt.
Flavia wird das Gefühl von Bedrohung nicht los, kann es aber nicht
an konkreten Ereignissen festmachen. Erst als sie nach einer
komplizierten Rückfahrt wieder in Concepción ankommt und ihre
Mutter, die Anfang der 80er Jahre aus Chile ausgewandert ist, am
Telefon zwingt, über deren Erfahrungen mit dem Pinochet‐Regime
zu berichten, versteht Flavia Zusammenhänge, die ihr bis dahin
nicht klar waren. Sie entscheidet, sich der Angst zu stellen.
Darum habe ich dieses Buch angenommen:
Gomes ist ein Meister darin, Stimmungen zu vermitteln. Mit seiner
reduzierten, klaren Sprache überlässt er es den Lesern,
Rückschlüsse zu ziehen. Mit leiser Stimme werden hier großartige
Bilder geschaffen, die noch lange nach der Lektüre nachhallen.

Mário Gomes
ist als Dozent für Literatur‐ und Medienwissenschaften an der
Universität Concepción (Chile) tätig. Dort leitet er das
übersetzernetzwerk „Red Ü“, das in Zusammenarbeit mit dem
Verlag Alquimia zeitgenössische deutsche Lyrik ins Spanische
übersetzt. Als Übersetzer hat Gomes zudem Schwarze Spiegel und
Die Gelehrtenrepublik von Arno Schmidt ins Portugiesische
übertragen. Ins Deutsche übersetzte er u.a. Mike Wilsons Roman
ROCKABILLY sowie zwei Lyrikbände von Luís Quintais. In
Zusammenarbeit mit dem chilenischen Radiosender UCSC Radio
und dem WDR betreibt Gomes eine deutschsprachige Radiosendung
im chilenischen Mittelwellenfunk sowie das Lyrikfestival „Latinale
Sur“. Erste literarische Veröffentlichungen u.a. bei Diaphanes.
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Von Liebe, Tod und Verfolgung zur Zeit der
Russischen Revolution

DER PALAST DER KRÄHEN

Sead Husic
Roman
ca. 300 Seiten
angelegt als Trilogie

Eine litauische
Familiensaga

Manuskript liegt fertig vor

World rights:
gudrun.hebel@agentur‐literatur.de

Vilnius, 1904. Mit hohen Idealen tritt der 26‐jährige Aidas seine
Arztstelle im Lukiškės an. Er möchte im modernsten Gefängnis des
russischen Zarenreiches ein beispielhaftes Hospital aufbauen.
Tatkräftig unterstützen ihn dabei ein Krankenpfleger und die
Krankenschwester Egle, die von Aidas auch als Mensch sehr angetan
ist.
Überhaupt nicht angetan von Aidas’ humanistischer Weltsicht ist
Gramonov, Kommandant der Wachmannschaft. Für ihn sind
Gefangene Abschaum, die er nach Lust und Laune misshandelt.
Aidas kann oft gegen den Willen Gramonovs kleine Besserungen für
die Gefangenen durchsetzen, was die Feindschaft zwischen den
beiden schürt.
Als er der blinden jüdischen Revolutionärin Arune begegnet, ist es
um ihn geschehen. Dennoch ist letztlich nur die Heirat mit Egle eine
echte Option, und vor der Kulisse von Straßenkämpfen zwischen
sozialistischen Gruppen und der zaristischen Macht entfaltet sich
nicht nur politisch und gesellschaftlich eine neue Ära, sondern
auch Aidas persönliches Glück und Unglück. Verwickelt in politische
Machenschaften, gerät er schließlich durch Intrigen Gramonovs
in die Fänge des Geheimdienstes, und damit selbst in die Folter
kammer des Kommandanten.
Darum habe ich dieses Buch angenommen:
Die ereignisreiche Geschichte Vilnius’ anhand eines litauischen
Gefängnisarztes zu erzählen, hat mich sofort überzeugt. Zahlreiche
Herrschaftssysteme wechseln sich von 1904 bis 1989 ab, und Husic
wandelt historische Ereignisse in eine Familiengeschichte um, die
mich zutiefst berührt hat.

Sead Husic
studierte in Duisburg und Berlin Politologie sowie Osteuropa
wissenschaften und promovierte zum Thema Psychopathologie
politischer Macht in den Jugoslawienkriegen. Er lebt mit seiner
Frau, die gegenüber des Lukiškės‐Gefängnisses aufgewachsen ist, in
Berlin, wo er als freier Autor und Werbetexter arbeitet.
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Non-fiction

A sharp, pragmatic and very entertaining page turner.
An educational must‐read!

TO LIGHT
THE FLAME OF REASON

Christer Sturmark
Douglas Hofstadter
Non-fiction, 354 pages,
2022, Prometheus, USA
”This is truly a book for our time.”
– Steven Pinker
”Christer Sturmark has done as
much as anyone to uphold reason
and humane critical thinking. [...]
And now his values are gathered
and refocused in this, his own book.”
– Richard Dawkins
”As lucid and illuminating as it is
warm and inspiring.”
– Rebecca Goldstein
Complete English manuscript
available!
World rights:
viktor.hilgemann@agentur‐
literatur.de
Scandinavian rights:
guenther.frauenlob@agentur
literatur.de
Dutch rights:
margot.belet@agentur‐literatur.de
Rights sold to: USA, UK, Sweden,
Russia, China, South Korea

In the world of today, the art of clear thinking is needed more than
ever. But how does one think clearly? How does one distinguish truth
from lies? How do individuals and societies navigate this world filled
with populist dogmas, antiscience attitudes, and pseudo-philosophy?
Christer Sturmark and Pulizer Prize winning author Douglas Hofstadter
provide a set of simple tools for clear thinking, as well as a deeper
understanding of science, truth, naturalism, and morality. The book
also offers insights into the rampant problems of extremism and
fundamentalism – and suggestions for how the world can move
towards a new, secular enlightenment.
TO LIGHT THE FLAME OF REASON will appeal to adults who
are trying to figure out how to deal with the everincreasing daily
bombardment of conflicting messages about what is right, true,
sensible, or good, and it should appeal even more to teenagers
and university students who are struggling to find a believable and
reliable philosophy of life that can help guide them in their choices
of what and whom to trust, and how to act, both on the personal
and the social level.
”If a book like this had been available when I was in my late teens,
it would have saved me years of collecting and contemplating
important information about human thinking ‐ and its failures.”
– Dan Larhammar, President of the Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences
”[The authors] have this wonderful page‐turning quality in their
prose that completely captures you like a good crime novel.”
– David Lagercrantz, New York Times bestselling author of
THE GIRL IN THE SPIDERS WEB
Christer Sturmark (born 1964)
is an author, publisher, and public intellectual
in Sweden, defending science and arguing
against dogmas, superstition, and pseudo
scientific thinking. He has a background in
mathematics and computer science and is the
director of publishing house Fri tanke.
Douglas Hofstadter (born 1945)
is a highly‐acclaimed author and professor of
cognitove science and comparative literature at
Indiana University. For his first book, GÖDEL,
ESCHER, BACH: AN ETERNAL GOLDEN BRAID,
he was awarded the Pulitzer Prize for general
non-fiction. He is widely known for his writings
on minds and machines, analogy, and translation.

© Peter Knutsson
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Author of the world‐wide bestseller THE AMAZING STORY OF
THE MAN WHO CYCLED FROM INDIA TO EUROPE FOR LOVE

THOUGHTS FOR THE DAY
Manual for curious travellers

Per J. Andersson
Non‐fiction, 158 pages
2022, Ordfront, Sweden

”On the night train from
Stockholm to Narvik, I had
my own second class sleeping
compartment. Comfortable ‐
and boring. On the way back,
there was a couchette with
five other passengers. Less
comfortable ‐ but fun.”

World rights:
gudrun.hebel@agentur‐literatur.de
Scandinavian rights:
guenther.frauenlob@agentur
literatur.de
Dutch rights:
margot.belet@agentur‐literatur.de

To face reality, you have to repeatedly collide with it. Only few
things change us as much as travelling to new places does.
Per J. Andersson made this into his job, and in this collection of
essays he narrates how travelling changed the world, and how
the world has changed us accordingly. Ever since his first travels,
he notices the sensation of heightened awareness as soon as
he crosses a border. Encountering the unknown makes us more
attentive towards our surroundings and our innermost selves. But
travelling might also mean dealing with tough situations and home
sickness. Anything can happen, in both a positive and negative
way. As one of Per’s favourite travel writers, Paul Theroux puts it:
”Travelling is not a vacation, and is often the opposite of a rest.”
In THOUGHTS FOR THE DAY, Per J. Andersson amazingly plays with
the thoughts that occur in the midst of the new and strange, when
we might feel overwhelmed and lost, but also amazed and ‐ at best
‐ reborn. His most important advice for a good journey is: turn off
your phone, try out travelling alone, travel without a plan, travel
overland as often as possible, and make at least one new friend out
there!
”In Thoughts for the day, Per J. Andersson explores traveling from
both an existential and practical point of view. His unique perspec‐
tive on traveling comes from a long life on the road, a life that the
author has persued since teenage years and up to his sixties.
Per J. Andersson’s way of writing about his passion will inspire the
reader. Just lean back and travel with Andersson to India and other
far‐off countries, move through time and space, close your eyes,
and feel the train lurch through jungles and over wide steppes (…).”
– Femina, Kenneth Gysing

Per J. Andersson
is a writer and journalist. His book THE AMAZING STORY OF THE MAN WHO CYCLED
FROM INDIA TO EUROPE FOR LOVE was
translated into 17 languages and became an
international best‐seller. In Germany it was
#2 on Der Spiegel’s best‐seller list. His second
book THE WORLD IS BEAUTIFUL FOR
THOSE WHO TRAVEL stayed in the Top 20 of
Germany’s best‐seller list for over 40 weeks!
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An Entertaining Homage to an Everlasting
Love for Cats

KNUT - NOBODY’S BABY
Unni Lindell’s crime novels are loved by readers all over the world.
Unni loves cats. The cat Knut has had an especially important role in
Unni’s life and for her wellbeing. This book is about their friendship.
A story of life and death, the follishness of love and the relationship
between humans and animals.

Unni Lindell
Non‐fiction, 250 pages
Aschehoug, Norway

”A pearl of declaration of love.
Exciting as a thriller, full of
humor and emotions”
– Pelsmann

Knut wasn’t like the other cats. He was fussy, scared, peculiar and
challenging. Maybe that was the reason why Unni loved him more
than any of the cats she’d had. Unni was also forced to move s everal
times because of him, or more precisely, because she was afraid
that anything would happen to him.
The book begins when Unni and her family move into a new home
not suitable for cats and they therefore have to leave Knut behind.
But Knut disappears. Driven by her guilty conscience, Unni starts
searching after him. This will subject her to situations, which she
usually avoids, like being outside in the dark, roaming through a
forest during an incoming storm, forcing cats to foreign homes and
terrorizing unknowing citizens.
Narrated with humor, Unni writes self‐ironic about her life, her
family, her feelings – but most of all about the fascinating realm and
nature of cats.

German sample translation
available
World rights:
gudrun.hebel@agentur‐literatur.de
Scandinavian rights:
guenther.frauenlob@agentur
literatur.de
Dutch rights:
margot.belet@agentur‐literatur.de

Unni Lindell
No other female Norwegian Crime author
is as successful as Unni Lindell. With over
8 million books sold and translated into
several languages and as a two‐time winner
of the renowned Riverton‐Price for the
best crime novel – she counts as one of the
most important writers in Norway and the
name Unni Lindell has been well‐known
on the international literature scene since
over t hirty years. Her oeuvre also includes
poems, novels and children books.
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Child prodigy, world star and enfant terrible of classical
music – the story of a life that knows no boundaries

NIGEL KENNEDY - UNCENSORED!
Nigel Kennedy is an icon. Trained by grandmaster Yehudi Menuhin,
on stage with jazz legend Stéphane Grappelli, he experienced his
breakthrough with his Vivaldi’s Four Seasons recordings.

Nigel Kennedy
Memoir, 328 pages
2022, Klett‐Cotta Verlag, Germany

Kennedy’s recordings of
Vivaldi’s Four Seasons have
sold millions of copies and are
still the best‐selling classical
album of all time

Full English text available

Refreshingly non‐conformist, he narrates a life lived for the
enchantment of music. As a young boy, Nigel Kennedy sat under the
piano during his mother’s piano lessons and listened. Then Yehudi
Menuhin took notice of the child prodigy, and an incredible journey
began: an acclaimed Mendelssohn concerto, a much‐praised Elgar
recording and finally The Four Seasons recordings – legendary to
this day.
And that was just the beginning. On stage with The Who, in the
recording studio with Paul McCartney. Whether stormy jam sessions
deep into the night or playing the violin in a football stadium – Nigel
Kennedy is someone who pushes his limits to the extreme. Through
his work and style, he has made it possible for everyone to connect
with classical music. UNCENSORED! is a real Kennedy. A truly
compelling, hilarious and a down‐to‐earth memoir, which is one of
the must‐read books of the year.
”Nigel knows no boundaries, and neither should he ... He is a great
inspiration to the musicians of tomorrow and today. His genius is
unmistakable.” – Robert Plant, Led Zeppelin
”Nigel is incredibly talented. And he has that special ear that allows
him to play what he wants. His musical life will not be forgotten in a
hurry.” – Yehudi Menuhin

World rights:
Klett-Cotta Verlag
Scandinavian rights:
guenther.frauenlob@agentur‐
literatur.de
Rights sold to:
Poland (SQN), Germany (Klett-Cotta)

”Nigel is simply a brilliant musician. He has brought classical music
to the people, it now has street credibility and is no longer just elite.
On top of that, Nigel is such a wonderful person. Everybody loves
him and I am so happy to have him as a friend.” – Kate Bush
”Nigel Kennedy is one of the most extraordinary and original mu‐
sicians I know and have played with. And his story is incredibly
exciting.” – Jean Luc Ponty
”His playing is among the best in the entire music industry.”
– Isaac Stern
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Macht und Ohnmacht von Stiefmutterschaft
im 21. Jahrhundert:
eine Befreiung

HERZLICHEN GLÜCKWUNSCH,
ES IST EIN STIEFKIND!

Elsa Koester
Sachbuch
ca. 200 Seiten
”Der Erstlingsroman von Elsa
Koester ist ein Buch, das die
Debatte von Vertreibung und
Einwanderung literarisch spiegelt.
[...] Ein Buch, das mich vom ersten
Satz an gefesselt hat.
”Ich habe Gott nie um Kinder
gebeten.” Was für ein Aufakt zu
448 Seiten, nach denen man hofft,
dass möglichst noch viele weitere
Bücher folgen.”
– Désirée Warntjen, Jeversches
Wochenblattüber COUSCOUS MIT
ZIMT – US‐Jury‐Pick of New Books
in German

World rights:
gudrun.hebel@agentur‐literatur.de

Wir leben im 21. Jahrhundert, 40 Prozent aller Ehen werden
geschieden, zehn Prozent aller Kinder leben in Stieffamilien. Aber
irgendwie bringen wir es noch immer nicht fertig, uns als ”Stief
mutter” zu definieren, ohne diesen Blick auf den Boden. Stiefmutter
sein ist noch immer mit Scham verbunden. Die böse Stiefmutter
lebt fort: In der Gesellschaft, und in der Selbstwahrnehmung der
”Betroffefenen”.
Dieses Sachbuch ist ein Manifest zur Befreiung der Stiefmutter. Als
Elsa Koester ganz ungeplant selbst zur Stiefmutter wird, geht sie
ihren eigenen Erfahrungen auf den Grund: Wieso ist der Begriff
”Stiefmutter” negativ konnotiert? Warum haben sich die Volks
märchen dieser Figur so zentral bedient? Hat sich die Bedeutung
über die Jahrhunderte gewandelt, und: Wie wird frau den negativen
Beigeschmack los? Wie befreit man sich als Stiefmutter im
21. Jahrhundert?
Darum habe ich dieses Buch angenommen:
Bücher über Mutterschaft gibt es inzwischen viele. Ein Buch, das
sich mit dem Selbstverständnis und der Fremdwahrnehmung der
Stiefmutter auseinandersetzt, sucht man bisher aber vergeblich. Ich
bin ein großer Fan von Elsas Sprache und ihrem Vermögen, wichtige
Texte über wichtige Themen zu scheiben ‐ gut lesbar, lebendig und
zum Nachdenken anregend.

Elsa Koester
wurde 1984 als Tochter einer französischen Pied‐noir mit
tunesischer Kolonialgeschichte und eines norddeutschen Friesen
mit US‐amerikanischer Auswanderungsgeschichte in Berlin geboren,
wo sie heute mit ihrem Partner und dessen beiden Kindern lebt. Sie
studierte Literatur‐ und Politikwissenschaft sowie Soziologie und
arbeitet heute als politische Redakteurin bei der Wochenzeitung
Der Freitag. Ihr Romandebüt COUSCOUS MIT ZIMT (2020, FVA)
wurde begeistert aufgenommen.
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Was ganz normale Menschen zu Nazis, Untertanen und
Idioten macht und wie man ihnen begegnet

PSYCHOLOGIE DER DUMMHEIT

Andreas Steiner
Sachbuch
ca. 300 Seiten

Pointiert und verständlich
zeigt der Psychologe, wie
man Dummheit erkennt und 
(ver‐)meidet
Fertigstellung innerhalb von vier
Monaten nach Vertragsschluss
Textprobe liegt vor

World rights:
gudrun.hebel@agentur‐literatur.de

Aus psychotherapeutisch‐psychologischer Sicht ist Dummheit –
sofern nicht durch organische Limitierung hervorgerufen – ein
ähnliches Phänomen wie die sogenannten seelischen Erkrankungen.
Sie kann bei allen Menschen auftreten, auch bei denen, die wir
als intelligent erachten. Dummheit zeigt sich, wenn Menschen
die Wirklichkeit falsch einschätzen, sie Ansichten und Verhaltens
weisen entwickeln, die sowohl ihnen selbst als auch anderen m
 assiv
schaden. Dabei scheinen sie gegen Einsichten, Veränderungen
und Revisionen resistent zu sein. Es gibt dumme Tradiditonen, bei
denen schädliche Muster regelrecht kultiviert und aufrechterhalten
werden. Zuweilen gibt es fließende Übergänge zur Kriminalität:
korrupte Politiker, bigotte Kleriker, opportunistische Wissenschaft‐
ler, ideologisch verblendete Lehrer; deren Handeln oftmals mündet
in veränderte, abgekoppelte parallele Wirklichkeiten, in denen sie
ihre eigenen Lügen tatsächlich glauben. Die Herrschaft der N
 azis,
der Holocaust, auch die kommunistischen und islamistischen
Regimes, Verbrechen aller Art wären ohne diese Prinzipien nicht
möglich (gewesen).
In diesem Buch werden die bedeutenden Muster der menschlichen
Dummheit erläutert, ihre Entstehungsbedingungen, Charakteri
stiken und Aufrechterhaltung beschrieben. Es wird aufgezeigt: Alles,
was das Dritte Reich an psychischen Prinzipien ermöglicht hat, ist
in der Gegenwart zu beobachten: ein gewaltiges Defizit an Aufklär‐
ung und Erkenntnis. Doch mit einem geschulten Blick lassen sich
diese Muster sichtbar machen. Daher ist es möglich, sich selbst vor
eigener Dummheit zu schützen, wie auch Dummheit bei anderen
rechtzeitig zu erkennen und sich dagegen zu wappnen.

Andreas Steiner
hat viele Ausbildungen: er ist Diplom‐
Psychologe, Psycho‐ und Lehrtherapeut.
Er hält einen MA für Musik‐ und
Filmwissenschaft, und wurde als Illustrator
ausgezeichnet. Veröffentlichungen bei
Herder und Kohlhammer.
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When you always can get better, you will never
be good enough

SYKT FLINK
(Being perfect)

Lars Halse Kneppe
Non‐fiction, 128 pages
2021, Cappelen Damm, Norway

”Sickly clever – a practical guide
on how to withstand the pressure
... The book is written in an simple
and warm tone. And it overflows
with the prudence of a seasoned
author with long experience in
his field. Furthermore, the book
is easy to read and on the point
written – the author knows that
the target group won’t read this
book just for joy, but to learn
from it. .... A Self‐Help‐book with
tips and tricks of how to live a
sustainable life.”
– Jannicke Totland, Framtida.no

World rights:
Cappelen Damm Agency
German rights:
gudrun.hebel@agentur‐literatur.de

In times of self‐optimising and Social Media, the pressure on young
people is as high as it never was before. No other generation has
been so capable and high‐achieving while still feeling so inadequate.
Many young people today seem to be achieving everything and look
totally fantastic, but still fell worthless on the inside and ugly on the
outside. The pressure and stress feel like running to catch a train
that has already left the station.
Lars Halse Kneppe calms the reader right in the first sentence of his
book: ”Nobody really is good”. Not at everything. Not all the time.
It’s something we want to be or hope to become. For many people,
being good at stuff is a life project. Because no matter how much
we achieve or experience, we never feel good, or at least never
good enough. But, when being good at things becomes so impor‐
tant that it affects our wellbeing and the way we live – that means
it’s starting to become unhealthy.
In this book, Lars Halse Kneppe encourages young people to under‐
stand that they are good enough, and presents strategies how they
can resist the enormous pressure to constantly become better.

Lars Halse Kneppe
is a trained psychologist and journalist.
He works as a psychologist at Pedagogisk‐
psykologisk tjeneste (PPT) and with several
high schools in Oslo. The German transla‐
tion of I HODET PÅ EN TENARING (Im Kopf
eines Teenagers) was published by Duden
Verlag in 2021.
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For everyone who’s tired of fighting with one’s family

FREDSARBEID I HEIMEN
(Peacemaking at home)

”Effective parenting: Don’t
try to change your children –
change yourself!“
– Foreldre & Barn

Annabell Stefanussen used to be an authoritarian mother and
everyday life was full of stress and conflicts. One day, her two sons
mustered all their courage and told her that they didn’t like how
she treated them. In this moment, she realised that something had
to change if she didn’t want to lose her children. She began her
journey towards a different kind of communication, even switched
her job, and her efforts eventually turned into the concept of
”Peacemaking at home”.
In this book, Annabell Stefanussen shows how to establish a clear
and friendly communication among family members, giving you
simple tools for resolving family conflicts and for nurturing a loving
and healthy relationship with your children.
A first advice: Only bring up a sensitive topic when both parties are
calm ‐ if you begin criticising when you’re angry, there’s no chance
that the conflict will be resolved. Sometimes all you have to do is to
wait for the right timing. Family peace can be as easy as this.

”Friendliness as a strategy!“
– Allers

You are tired of fighting pointless fights with your children and
partner? This book could be the key to a happier and more
peaceful family life.

Annabell Stefanussen
Non‐fiction, 173 pages
2021, Cappelen Damm, Norway

World rights:
Cappelen Damm Agency
German rights:
gudrun.hebel@agentur‐literatur.de

Annabell Stefanussen
is a trained gestalt therapist, c ounsellor,
conflict manager and organisational
developer at Norsk Gestaltnstitutt AS. She
has worked as a therapist and counsellor
for parents and couples, and has been
employed as a counsellor for managers
and employees at various municipalities in
Northern Norway. Annabell Stefanussen
teaches parents across Norway via her
online course ”Fredsarbeid i heimen”
(Peace Work at Home).
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Graphic Titles

Coming‐of‐age graphic novel debut

WACHSTUMSSCHMERZEN
(Growing Pains)
Growing up is hard. Very hard. Especially when you find yourself
constantly stumbling from one obstacle to the next.

Marie Lux
Graphic novel, 112 pages
Genres: Coming‐of‐age,
Mental health, Autobiography
Technique: Dip pen with pink and
purple ink, completely
hand‐drawn and ‐written

For LGBTQ protagonist Myrla, it starts with school bullies, family
problems and the weight of the sociocultural norms imposed on
young girls. Myrla desperately needs to find out who she really
is and that she is worth much more than her inner demon ‐ who
seems to be following her wherever she goes ‐ wants her to believe.
WACHSTUMSSCHMERZEN takes readers through the worst parts
of growing up, but does so with heart and a bittersweet humor.
This empowering story about finding your place in a chaotic world
should resonate with many (young) adult readers.

The visual style – completely hand‐drawn and ‐written in shades of
A semi‐biographical story
purple and pink ink – adds to the nostalgic yet modern style.
about the many steps towards
adulthood and about finding
a path back to yourself, against
all odds.

Finished project: O
 riginally
written in English ‐ full
manuscript, covers and end
papers available.

World rights:
margot.belet@agentur‐literatur.de
Scandinavian rights:
guenther.frauenlob@agentur
literatur.de

Marie Lux
lives with her girlfriend, her dog and her
two cats in Bremen, Germany. She has
been drawing ever since she learned
how to hold a pencil. Her portfolio
spans a wide range of techniques, styles
and topics, often inspired by her own
experiences.
Marie Lux’s debut graphic novel
GROWING PAINS is the final project of her
MA in Graphic Design (University of Arts,
Bremen).
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For readers of Liv Strömquist –
critical, relevant and ruthlessly funny!

ETERNAL INNER CRISIS

Hemmingsson
Graphic novel, 328 Pages,
2021, Kaunitz-Olsson, Sweden
”The images are raw and as rich
in contrast as the texts and
dialogues. I’ll be damned if the
Swedish Cartoon Wonder isn’t
as big as the musical one.”
– Nina Lekander, Expressen
“A mix between Groucho Marx
and Mae West, deliberately
avoiding normal human
communication in order
to create chaos. Or rather,
a special form of inner
peace.” – Dagens Nyheter

World rights:
viktor.hilgemann@agentur‐
literatur.de
Scandinavian rights:
guenther.frauenlob@agentur
literatur.de
Dutch rights:
margot.belet@agentur‐literatur.de

With very honest and direct drawings and dialogues and the
courage to show both vulnerability and selfconfidence, Nina
Hemmingsson describes relationships, thoughts, crises and every‐
day life of our time in a simpy disarming way.
A feminist perspective and black humor are key tones. The ingenious
images and texts, however, contain so much more: the experience of
loneliness, vulnerability - humanity. The scenes are recognizable, the
societal and psychological truths behind them all of a sudden seem
selfevident and make you nodd, laugh and cry, relieved to feel that
you’re facing lifes ordinary crazyness in good company.
Since her debut almost twenty years ago, the unmistakable language
and rough lines of her drawings have established Nina Hemmingsson
as one of Sweden’s most successful artists in this genre.
ETERNAL INNER CRISIS is the highly anticipated selection of new
material and comics and drawings from nine previously published
volumes in Sweden.
From the justification for the Mare Kandre Award 2019:
”Her images and texts, whose main focus is socio-critical feminism, are
care-free and razorshart at the same time. Hemmingsson is a one-
woman liberation movement and a first aid help force for everyone
who sometimes feels dirty, evil and ugly and who doesn’t have the
strength, desire or opportunity to be successful or even just normal.”

Nina Hemmingsson (born 1971)
is one of the most popular comic artists in
Sweden. She has received wide recognition
and numerous awards for her comics and
regular contributions in newspapers and
magazines (Adamsonstatyetten 2007, Karin
Boyes litterära pris 2012, Mare Kandrepriset
2019). Hemmingsson works as a senior
editor and is based in Stockholm.
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”unsurpassed [...] Jan Stenmark is a national treasure”
– Dagens Nyheter

SOME HAVE IT ALL

Jan Stenmark
Cartoon and Humour, 176 pages,
2021, Kaunitz‐Olsson, Sweden
”Absurdities that seem completely
reasonable at the same time”
– Dagens Nyheter
”Declarations of love to oddballs,
lonely kids, bored housewifes
– in contrast to a colourful yet
conservative welfare‐state.
[Stenmark] carefully
makes fun of them all.”
– Swedish Radio P1

In the pictorial world created by Jan Stenmark, nostalgic images
of a romanticized Swedish welfare state collide with concepts and
phenomena of our time ‐ by means of liberating, almost theapeutic
fun.
Carefully designed collages of colorful retro photographs and
drawn elements combine a love for melancholy with razor‐sharp
norm‐critic and are often about introspection.
The images examine childhood memories and collective memories
of allegedly better times. They are about loneliness ‐ in the country,
in the city, in social roles, in gender stereotypes.
People ‐ often men ‐ observe the world from offstage passively,
sometimes voyeuristically, often vulnarable and involuntarily funny,
but above all: human.
Stenmark’s ironic and sarcastic visual language has becomce iconic
in Sweden. His images are represented in books as well as on
popular gifts ‐ from postcards to fridge magnets and dishcloths. –
Stenmark stands for humorous actionism, the unmasking of every‐
day life and our supposed powerlessness in the face of the course
of things.
”To put it simply: Jan Stenmark is art.”
– Niklas Wahllöf, Dagens Nyheter

“comical and touching –
and still, you always
sense the dizzying abyss”
– Expressen

World rights:
viktor.hilgemann@agentur‐
literatur.de
Scandinavian rights:
guenther.frauenlob@agentur
literatur.de

Jan Stenmark (born 1949)
is one of Sweden’s most popular and
beloved humorists and graphic artists. Since
his debut in 1990 more then 20 volumes of
his iconic collages of images and text has
been published, and his work can be found
in literally every household in the country.

Dutch rights:
margot.belet@agentur‐literatur.de
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Long-sellers

”Don’t miss a single one of these essays. Each and every
one a piece of art in its own accord, just like the
illustrations.” – Ystads Allehanda

THE BUTTERFLY ARCHIPELAGO

Fredrik Sjöberg
Non‐fiction, 166 pages, 2021
Bokförlaget Max Ström, Sweden
”Full of charm, a book about how
to find meaning in life”
– The Times, Books of the Year on
THE FLY TRAP
“Digressive, discursive and
delightful” – Daily Telegraph on
THE ART OF FLIGHT
Previous titles translated into
17 languages

So much more than a beautifully illustrated collection of short
essays about butterflies! Not a field guide either! Although highly
informative about the 78 butterfly species that can be found in the
Stockholm Archipelago, some 250 000 islands in the Baltic Sea,
Sjöberg’s observations of nature open up to sensitive, poetical and
humorous reflections on human life.
“According to my research, a total of 78 species of butterflies
has been spoiled in the Stockholm Archipelago. Richness can be
measured in many ways. This is one of the best ones.”
When Fredrik Sjöberg, resident on the island Runmarö since 1986,
was visited by a journalist from The Guardian, who mentioned
his own book on British butterfly species, the two nerdy minds
quickly entered a competition. Delighted to dive into yet another
special nature research, incidentally Sjöberg won: the Stockholm
Archipelago turned out to be unusually rich; in his own garden
alone Sjöberg has spoiled 55 butterfly species.
In these essays, classical natural history is mixed with personal
experiences and reflections about every single one of these species
– accompanied by wonderful 18th century watercolors of the
beloved Finnish painter Wilhelm von Wright.
Famous entomologists and literary figures, such as August
Strindberg and Sjöberg’s late friend Tomas Tranströmer, play their
parts. Sjöberg has said that the book, unlike most other books on
butterflies, is neither written for children nor idiots, but for adults.

World rights:
gudrun.hebel@agentur‐literatur.de
Scandinavian rights:
guenther.frauenlob@agentur
literatur.de
Dutch rights:
margot.belet@agentur‐ literatur.de
Rights sold to:
Germany (Matthes & Seitz),
Norway (Cappelen Damm)

Fredrik Sjöberg (born 1958)
is a Swedish translator, journalist and writer
of a long series of acclaimed and award
winning books, often addressing the theme
of passion from unusual perspectives. He
has studied biology and has developed
his very own style of approaching life’s big
questions through nature’s small wonders.
Sjöberg lives with his family on Runmarö in
the Stockholm archipelago.
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NEVER FORGIVE
Before the new Minister of Justice makes his first speech in
Parliament, he receives a text message from someone calling him‐
self The Avenger. On Channel 4, a high‐profile executive is accused
of sexual assault and immediately afterwards he too receives a
threatening message.

Trude Teige
Fiction, 330 pages
2019, Aschehoug, Norway

At the same time, a man’s body is found on a dilapidated farm in
Asker. In the course of their work to identify the man, the police
discover a recently used instrument of torture in the barn.

6 part crime series with journalist
Kajsa Coren

Journalist Kajsa Coren is working on a TV documentary about
#MeToo in Norway. It all takes an unexpected turn when the police
are handed a missing person case to investigate and Kajsa discovers
a connection between the Minister of Justice and the dead body on
the farm...

For readers of Camilla Läckberg
and Unni Lindell

“Never Forgive is a novel that is hard to put down until the last page
is read. It is engaging, thought‐provoking and exciting.”
– Tvedestrandsposten

Nominated for The Riverton Crime
Prize 2017 and The Bookseller’s
Award 2012, 2014 and 2015!

“The subject‐matter of ”Never Forgive” helps to raise this Kajsa
Coren crime series to an international standard, which makes
this story an engaging, all‐consuming and spectacular reading
experience.” – Boktimmy blog

Translations for several books by
Trude Teige are funded by NORLA

“Trude Teige delivers. This is an exhilaratingly well‐told crime story
that directly deals with the #MeToo movement and the political
everyday life in Norway.” – Bjørn Fredheim, Fædrelandsvennen

World rights:
gudrun.hebel@agentur‐literatur.de
Scandinavian rights contact:
guenther.frauenlob@agentur
literatur.de
Dutch rights:
margot.belet@agentur‐ literatur.de
Rights sold to:
Germany (Aufbau), Denmark
(Alpha), Sweden (Bazar)

Trude Teige
Award‐winning author Trude Teige is one
of Norway’s most recognized journalists
and TV‐hosts. With her bestselling crime
novels she has been named the new Camilla
Läckberg and the new Unni Lindell.
Her award‐nominated books have been
translated into several languages.
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GRANDMOTHER DANCED
IN THE RAIN

Trude Teige
Fiction, 320 pages,
Aschehoug, Norway
Three generations women’s
history, connected by a dark
secret from the past
More than 60.000 copies
sold in Norway!
#2 of Norway’s most sold
book in January 2020
Nominated for the
Bookseller’s Award 2015
English sample translation and
full german translation available
Translations for several books by
Trude Teige are funded by NORLA

Young Juni returns to her late grandparents’ house on the island
she grew up on. There she comes across an old photo of her grand‐
mother with a foreign soldier and a letter she wrote in 1946 from
Germany. Who is the unknown man on the photo? What brought
her grandma to travel to Germany just after the war? Maybe t here
she will find answers to questions never loudly asked b
 efore.
And so, Juni decides to puzzle out this mysterious story of her
grandmother.
The search for the truth leads Juni to Berlin and to Demmin, a
small city located in what became the Russian zone after Germany
surrendered. Eventually Juni comes to understand that her grand‐
mother’s secret is about something more than her having had a
German lover and that Juni’s discovery has consequences for her
own life.
GRANDMOTHER DANCED IN THE RAIN is about a woman’s
concealment of her past and its consequences for her daughter
and granddaughter. But most of all, this is a story about the healing
power of love.
The novel is based on true stories and actual events.
“A gripping and informative read about the atrocities during World
War II and the love stories of three generations in the shadow of
war. (...) This is primarily a must‐read book, written by someone
who can create a strong narrative ‐ and who has an interesting story
to tell.” – Adresseavisen

World rights:
gudrun.hebel@agentur‐literatur.de
Scandinavian rights:
guenther.frauenlob@agentur
literatur.de
Dutch rights:
margot.belet@agentur‐ literatur.de
Rights sold to:
Denmark (Alpha), Germany (Fischer),
Sweden (Bazar), Turkey and Arab
language rights

Trude Teige
Award‐winning author Trude Teige is one
of Norway’s most recognized journalists
and TV‐hosts. With her bestselling crime
novels she has been named the new Camilla
Läckberg and the new Unni Lindell.
Her award‐nominated books have been
translated into several languages.
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”Norwegian myth and modern reason intertwine in a richly
woven saga steeped in rustic realism” – Financial Times

THE HEKNE TAPESTRY

Lars Mytting
Upmarket fiction, 470 pages
2020, Gyldendal, Norway
Author of the Worldwide
bestseller ”Norwegian Wood”
Sold to thirteen countries
On Norway’s bestseller list
two years straight
“Rich, sinuous prose makes
tangible the villagers’ gritty
perseverance in the face of p
 overty,
isolation and the unpredictable
climate... The Bell in the Lake is
a beautiful example of modern
Norwegian folklore.”
– Johanne Elster Hanson,
The G
 uardian
English translation available
World rights:
gudrun.hebel@agentur‐literatur.de
Scandinavian rights:
guenther.frauenlob@agentur
literatur.de
Dutch rights:
margot.belet@agentur‐ literatur.de

Butangen, Norway in 1903: twenty‐two years have passed since
Astrid Hekne died giving birth to her twin sons. Kai Schweigaard is
still standing on her grave, haunted by his past betrayal, which led
to death and the separation of the village’s two powerful church
bells. The bells were cast in memory of two sisters in Astrid’s
ancestry and Kai becomes obsessed with finding an ancient tapestry
the sisters created, in the hope that it will show him how to remedy
his mistakes.
Jehans, the surviving first born son of Astrid and Gerhard, was
brought back to Butangen by Kai Schweigaard but lives outcast by
the Hekne family on a small farm. He prefers his life hunting and
fishing in the vast mountain ranges surrounding the area, but he
soon finds himself drawn to a young milkmaid, Kristine and to a
more settled life. When Jehans encounters a mysterious young man
hunting in the mountains, his life is set on a new course, away from
his home and Kristine.
Kai Schweigaard begins to suspect how the church bells can be
brought On Norway’s bestseller list back together, but is staggered
to discover what Astrid Hekne’s last wish had been and how power‐
ful the Hekne family’s bond really is.
“Love, suspense, nature and superstition are woven together in this
powerful novel. Set in spectacular surroundings where anything can
happen, it will give the reader a taste of something deeply and
genuinely Norwegian.” – Maja Lunde
Lars Myttng
was born in Fåvang, Norway, in 1968. In 2011
his non‐fiction book HEL VED (Norwegian
Wood) became an international bestseller
and received the British Book Industry Award
for non‐fiction Book of the Year 2016. In
2014 he received the Norwegian Bookseller
Prize for his novel SVØM MED DEM SOM
D RUKNER (The Sixteen Trees of the Somme)
which was published in 17 languages. Part 1
of the Trilogy, THE BELL IN THE LAKE, was
published in 13 languages, and nominated for
Norwegian National Bookseller Prize 2018. In
total Lars’ books have sold over one million
copies in 24 languages.
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